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Dar La 
Cuenta
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We hope this newsletter finds you enjoying your summer and 
finding time for rest and relaxation.  We have been living in 
Ecuador now almost ten months. By the time some of you 
receive the paper copy of this newsletter, it may be closer to 
eleven months.  As our first year comes to a close, we thought 
we would “dar la cuenta” or “give an account” of what we have 
been doing and what is in the planning.  We also want to let 
you know how to pray for us as we look forward to our second 
year in Ecuador.  At the end of this letter is a list of prayer 
needs including an urgent prayer request/need we want to 
share with you. *(See page 4).

Acclimating to a new place
After a successful but challenging year of language learning in 
Costa Rica, we made a tearful goodbye to our friends. We 
were very active in a local church in Costa Rica, and we had 
an emotional send off.  We then headed to the USA for a 
whirlwind one month tour ( 4 states in 4 weeks ).  We then 
flew to Ecuador arriving September 22nd of 2017.  

We immediately began looking for a place to live.  Three 
weeks of  searching led us to a rental property outside of 
town.  We began making a house a home, purchasing 
furniture, curtains, bedspreads, and all the other necessities, 
all while starting homeschool and learning the Cuencano 
culture, which is very different than the culture in other parts 
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of the country.  We also started meeting new people and 
building relationships.  

Relationships are the foundation of all mission work, and it 
takes time to develop them.  By God’s grace. we found a 
church home as well as great friends in Pastor Geovanni and 
Christine Saltos and their girls Jael and Kiara.  The church 
in Racar has become a second home for us.  We also 
continued our language learning efforts and began weekly 
meetings with other missionaries on the field for mutual 
prayer and encouragement.  Much of our ministry focus 
these last ten months has been relationship building and 
learning culture.

We had quite a challenge obtaining our visas. We came to 
Ecuador during a time of political change which has caused 
a lot of difficulties and added cost in both time and 
resources. It was quite a victory when we finally received 
our visas and our national ID cards (cedulas) in May.  Thank 
you for your prayers and stateside help during this arduous 
process. 

Ministry Opportunities
In January, we went on our first OMS field retreat with the 
other OMS missionaries.  The kids were able to meet other 
MK’s and make what we hope will be friendships that will 
last a lifetime.  We also began to get a clearer understanding 
of our role here in Ecuador and the opportunities God was 
bringing us.  The new year brought increased opportunities 
and responsibilities.  Joshua began attending and teaching 
select classes at SEMBEC, the OMS supported seminary 
here in Cuenca.  Allison began working with the team that 
manages scholarships for seminary students in all of our 
OMS affiliated seminaries in Ecuador.  She was also asked to 
help with homeschooling support for the OMS families on 
the field.  Allison is great at networking and began making 
relationships with other homeschooling expats in Cuenca 
and also started attending a Bible study for women.  We 
were able to meet other families from around the globe 
through her women’s bible study.  She also hosted a women’s 
event for the ladies of our church.

Joshua was able to preach on Easter Sunday in Racar.  The 
attendance sometimes fills every available seat.  On Easter, 
we had many people standing at the back of the church. 
Shortly after Easter, we began the process of moving our 
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“Tent of Meeting” so that we could build. The ministry in Racar continues to grow.  Geovanni and 
Christine are great cultural guides for us, and they have helped us on many occasions. Joshua is 
working with them to design artwork that will hang in the new building when the walls are ready.  
Joshua also began writing weekly prayer guides for the field.  This has been a very rewarding endeavor 
for him personally and hopefully has been helpful for the team.  All in all, our first months here in 
Ecuador have been full and fruitful.

Future Ministry
Our second year in Ecuador promises to be even more fruitful.  Joshua is preparing Old Testament 
materials to teach at SEMBEC.  He continues to write a prayer guide for the field, and we will have 
our first field council in August. One of our supporting churches has expressed interest in coming to 
Ecuador in 2019, and we are making plans to host them.  They will be working with us at our church 
in Racar.  (By the way, if your church is interested in short-term mission work, please contact us. 
There are plenty of opportunities with our team here in Ecuador.)

So much of what we do here is about building relationships.  This next year will be full of new 
relationships and ministry opportunities.  We are hoping to come alongside some young leaders to 
start a youth ministry with Geovanni in Racar. We want to ramp up our involvement with the 
children’s ministry as well and begin a prayer initiative for the community.  All of this will be 
dependent upon the leading of the Holy Spirit, the vision of our pastor, and the availability of both 
time and resources for the vision.  And of course Allison is currently planning another year of 
homeschool for the kids which is a full-time job in and of itself.

Thank you so much for your continued prayer and support without which we are unable to fulfill our 
call. 

Prayer and Support Needs
We want to make you aware of  a few things we are 
praying about so that you can join us in prayer.  

1. We need prayer for direction as we determine 
where to focus our time and energies.  There are 
many good opportunities in front of us.  We want 
to choose God’s best!

2. We need prayer for our children and for Allison 
as we begin high school and in choosing 
homeschool materials.  This can be quite 
challenging outside of the USA, and we will need 
wisdom as we make decisions for our family.

3. Please pray for us as we finish the process of 
obtaining our Ecuadorean drivers licenses.  This is 
the last thing that we need to do in order be completely legal here in Ecuador.  Hopefully we will 
have them by the time you receive this letter, but we have learned most things do not happen when 
and how you would like them to here in Ecuador.
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4. AN URGENT NEED: One of our constant prayers always 
seems to be our support account.  I do not think this is 
uncommon for missionaries like us. Thank you for your 
continued prayers and giving which sustains us.  
Financially, we have been averaging at about 85% of our 
monthly support need this year for which we are very 
thankful.  However, the monthly 15% shortfall as well as 
unexpected visa expenses have cut into money raised for 
the purchase of a car.  Thankfully, we have been able to 
borrow the car of a missionary family that is currently on 
furlough raising support.  We expect this family to return 
sometime within the next year, and when they do, we will 
of course need to return their vehicle.  When this 
happens, we will be back to depending upon taxis for 
everyday transportation.  This will slow our ministry 
efforts considerably.

*A Vehicle For the Fletcher Five !

We are praying now for the funds to purchase a vehicle. The 
challenge we face is the price of cars. Due to taxes and tariffs, 
vehicles in Ecuador cost more than any other country in 
South America.  A good used car can easily cost $20,000.  On 
the right is an advertisement of a 17-year-old vehicle for sale 
here in Cuenca that we would love to purchase.  (Yes friends, 
that is the price at the bottom is in US dollars, and it's a good 
deal!)

The good news is two-fold. Vehicles retain their value and 
repairs are relatively cheap. People take good care of their 
cars here.  Cars are considered an investment here much like 
real estate in the US. If we ever need to sell the car, our 
support account will recoup a good portion of the money 
spent.  

Please consider helping us raise the funds for a vehicle and 
close our monthly gap in support.  Any special gifts that are given will help tremendously..  Adding 
new monthly supporters will also go a long way toward decreasing the monthly drain on our support 
account balance and helping us budget for the purchase of a vehicle sooner.  If you have any questions 
for us in this regard or just want to know more please do not hesitate to contact us.  

We have recently updated our giving page on the OMS website.  You can find it at: https://
www.onemissionsociety.org/give/TheFletchers.  

For those of you who receive  copy of this by mail, we have enclosed response cards to use or share.  
You can be a great help to us by sharing our mission with your church mission’s team and your 
neighbors. Thank you again for all that do to support our ministry here in Ecuador.
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238,500 KMS.
CUENCA

MITSUBISHI MONTERO BLISTER (2001)
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Mitsubishi, Montero Blister (3500 CC) - Todoterreno en Cuenca, año 2001

Auto Comercio Orellana Cia. Ltd.

# regresar 

Precio

17,900$

Our Contact Information:

Joshua Fletcher 

Email: jfletcher@onemisionsociety.org 

USA Phone: 704 796 7514  
(text or voice message only; I’ll call you back) 

Ecuador Phone & WhatsApp: +593 98 667 4348 

Facebook and Messenger: Joshua Andrew Fletcher 

Allison Fletcher (Grace, Abby, and Simeon) 

Email: afletcher@onemissionsociety.org  

Ecuador Phone and WhatsApp: +593 98 991 3677 

Facebook and Messenger: Allison Smith Fletcher 

Family Website:  fletchersteps.org  

Family Skype Name: joshua.fletcher50 

Online Giving: 
 https://www.onemissionsociety.org/give/TheFletchers.
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